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An Erotic Soft Horror Novella Short Blurb: An evil corporation, a
sinister assault -- everything to lose! Love is a Game! Long Blurb: Love is
a Game! Claud is Keeper of the Blood, protector of her familyâ€™s
bloodline. When her long-lost sister Wyn -- a Weaver of magical ability -escapes the clutches of the evil Leda Corporation, they send a team to hunt
her down, and Claud finds herself caught in the crosshairs. Captured by the
enemy, she is subjected to their every whim as they commit to breaking her
in an effort to track not only Wyn but her entire family. Can Claud
withstand their sinister assault, or will she break under the pressure? ** See
inside for additional content warnings, or refer to the Kindle Edition. **

